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1. 1mtmduction
Random tessellations, in particular, Poisson‑Voronoi tessellations have interested many
mathematicians as well as many rese狐Chcrs in other nelds fbi a long tlme. As comprehensive

references, see Maller (1994), and Stoyan, Kendall and Mecke (1995)I However, most or
these studies have been concerned with random tessellations in Euclidean spaces. On the
other hand, relatively small number of studies have been made in non‑Euclidean spaces･ For
example of these studies we may cite Miles (1971), Santald and Ya高ez (1972), and lsokawa

(2000). In panicul狐, While Miles (197 1) studied Poisson‑Ⅵ)ronoi tessellations on 2‑dimen‑

sional spheres, that is, non‑Euclidean planes with positive curvatures, there seem to be no
輪Se紬Ch on Poisson‑Ⅵ)ronoi tessellations in non‑Euclidean planes with negative curvatures,

mat is, hyperbolic planes･ In this paper we shall investigate Poisson‑Ⅵ)ronoi tessellations and

their dual, Poisson‑Delaunay tessellations, in hyperbolic plmes･
Let H2 be a hyperbolic plane with cuⅣature ( ‑め. In H2 we Consider a homogeneous

Poisson point process ⑪ with intensity p, and constmct a Vbronoi tessellation 冒 whose nuclei

coincide with points generated by ⑪･ In the section 2 we study the Poisson‑Ⅵ)ronoi tessella‑

tion 冒, and compute me mean number of vemces md the mean pehmeter lengm of cells of T･

In the section 3 we study the Poisson‑Delaunay tessellation which is de範ned by the dual of T･

We shall calculate the the mean magnitude of an angle and the mean area of its Delaunay
thangles.
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2. misson‑Vbronoi tessellation
ln this section we shall compute the mean number of vertices E(V) and the mean perim‑
eter length E(L) of cells of 冒. Slivnyak's theo鵬m assures that it is su餓cient to compute those

mean quantities for a typICal cell Co, which is defined as the cell with nucleus at the ongin O･

We carry out our calculation in a similar manner to that in Meijering (1953)･ Following the
sme author, we introduce the concepts of ''mathematical●'edges and一一mathematical●'venices

of the cell Co. A straight line is called to be a mathematical edge of q) if it lies equidistant
五〇m the nucleus at 0 and another nucleus･ Namely a mathematical edge bisects the line

segment which connects the nucleus at 0 and another nucleus. Similarly a point is called to
be a mathematical venex when it lies equidistant血om the nucleus at 0 and other two nuclei･

LetのStand for any innnitesimal element of any mathematical edge, or any mathemati‑

cal venex. Supposing thatのlies distant r血om 0, we denote by P(りthe probability thatのis

never contained in any other cells than Col Then the followlng lemma will play a crucial role
in later a堰umentS.

Lemma 1.

p(r) ‑ ex血(coshkr‑1)) ･ whe‑ ‑筈

ProoL Let D denotes the disc with center atのand radius r. As is easily seen,のi§ not

contained in any other cells than q) if and only if any other nuclei other than 0 never lie in the

:liSiCs s::pho:nnt';inocc: stsh:.::cilnetie禁.?,urp:onrdOtnhOei iees:eoliaii Den.ua::s gke.rca:esdh bkyr a‑ :;::geeonbetOa::
the desired conclusion.

For the mean number of venices, We can show the fbllowlng COnCise result.

Theorem 1.

E(V)‑6･

Pmor We nrst consider the mean number of mathematical edges whose distances仕om 0

are between i and i + dz･ Since it is equal to the mean number of nuclei that lie in an annulus
with distant 2Z五〇m 0 and breadth 2dz, it equals
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p･擢(cosh(k･2Z)‑ 1)〉 ‑ 4np誓dz ･

(2･.'

Suppose mat a mathematical venex P is the intersection of two mathematical edges i md

m, and denote by i and X their distances from 0 respectively. Let H and K be the feet or
pemendiculars五〇m 0 to i and m respectively, and denote the angle HOK by α･ Let C be a
circle with center at 0 and radius r, and denote by l and γ the angles extended by chords

which are made by i and m with the circle C respectively･ Then hyperbolic trigonometry
shows that
tanh ̀構

cosβ‑器･ cosy‑高市

(2･2'

Funhemore, We can see that the mathematical venex P lies inside C if and only if
ll‑γI<α<l+γ･

(2.3)

Let v(りoe the mean number of mamematical venices that lie inside C. Then,血om

(2.1) and (2.3), it follows that

ひ(r)‑ ;

∫4np

(拐

sinh 2kz

sinh 2kr

dz

ゐIpp̲',I⊥da+
〟

I.i

4np

sinh 2kr

dr I,p:BY⊥dα
刀

薯!orsinh2kz dz(Izrsinh?kr ･ γ. P Iozsinh2‑) ･

wwechangevahablesfromzandxtoland γby(2･2)･ anddef.ne

sinlcosl
g(l) ≡

(1‑t2cos21)2
wim i ≡ tanh kr.

men we can rewhte
64np214
ひ(r) ‑

帥雄γg(γ) dγ+β鉦dγ)

(2.4)
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Now it can be easily seen that

掠l)dl描γ) dγ ‑擁g(l)雄g(γ)dγ･
Consequently we get

1 287IP214

畠l)描γg(γ)dγ･

ひ(r) ‑

(2.5)

Now, an elementary calculus shows that

I̲主t2

畠l)雄γg(γ)dγ詰

2

I‑

(2.6)

(1‑t2):
From(2･5) and (2.6) it immediately follows that

V(r) ‑

1̲呈i2

8n2p2
1‑

2

k4

(2.7)

(1‑t2)2
with i ≡ tanh kr.

Accordingly the mean number of mathematical venices that lie in anannulus with distant r
Hom 0 and breadth dr is equal to

dv(r) ‑菩sinh3 kmdr I

(2.8)

Now we note that

E(V)‑由r)･dU(r) ,
which we can easily evaluate using Lemma I and (2.8). As a consequence the desired result
can be obtained.

Next we tom to computation of the mean pehmeter length E(L).

Theorem 2.
l

E(L) ‑霊fe‑A

u+‑u2du
V

2Il

Proor･ We first consider a mathematical edge whose distance from 0 lie between X and x +
め, and denote by 2z the length of tits portion that is contained in a circle with center at 0 and
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radius r. Hyperbolic tngonometry shows cosh kz ≡ cosh kIl/cosh kr･ Consequently the length

of its pomon that is contained in an annulus A with distant r血om 0 and breadth dr is equal to

2sinkr dr

drt2zl =

sinh2 kr ‑ sinh2 kr

We have already seen that the mean number of mathematical edges whose distances
from 0 are between x and x + dx is given by (2･l), being z replaced by X. Accordingly the
mean length of ponions of these mathematical edges that are contained in the annulus A are
sinh2kr .
4np

‑〟‑

ー

2sinhkr dr

くれ
一..●,Jヽ,

k sinh2 kr ‑ sinh2 kr
些望sinh kr dr

sinh kr cosh kr
くわ

k

which tums out to be

菩sinh2 kr dr ･

(2.9)

Now Lemmal states that any innnitesimal element of these mathematical edges be‑
comes that or actual edges with probability P(r). Therefore, using (2.9), we can show that

E(L)‑ ∫ p(r)･署sinh2krdr

7: fe‑u

u+Lu2du.
2u

Thus the proof is completed･

3. misson‑Delaunay tessellation
ln this section we shall study the probability distribution of an angle of Delaunay tri‑
angle. Let us consider a Delanay thangle OAR. By Slivnyak's theo鵬m We may assume that 0

is the orlgin. We put a ≡ OA, b = OB, C =AB, andγ=∠AOB. Furthermore, if it has the

circumcenter, we denote its circumradius by R. First we study existence of the circumcenter.

For this pupOSe We inmoduce the following quantities:

Q. = sinh2 kasinh2 kbsin2 Y,

Q2 = 3+2(coshka +coshkb) (coshkacoshkb‑ 1)
･(cosh2 ka +cosh2 kb) sin2 γ ‑cosh2 kacosh2 kb(1 +cos2 γ)

+ 2sinhkasinhkb(coshka ‑ 1) (coshkb ‑ 1) cosy.

(3.1)
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Lemma 2. A triangle has the circumcenter lfand only lfQ2 > 0. If it has the circumcente鴨

its cillCumnadius is given by

coshkR ≡

Proof.

(3.2)

Weset

0 ‑ i(sinhi +sinh:+sinhi)
and

a(0‑sinhi) (0‑sinhi) (0‑sinhi)
てこ1+4･

sinh2生sinh2竺sinh2 I
2

2

2

Then, as is shown in p.118 0f Fenchel (1989), a thangle has me circumcenter if only ifl > 1,
and moreover, if it has the circumcenter, its circumadius is given by tanh kR ≡ l / Ji.

Now note that

160(0‑sinhi) (0 ‑sinhi) (0‑sinhi)
= ̲sinh4生̲sinh4竺̲sinh4生
2

2

2

+ 2sinh2生sinh2竺+ 2sinh2竺sinh2生+ 2sinh2生sinh2生
2

2

2

2

2

2

Then,using sinh2号‑ i(cosh ka ‑ 1) and si‑i.‑ re.ations･we have

l ‑ cosh2 ka ‑ cosh2 kb ‑ cosh2 kc + 2coshkacoshkbcoshkc
2(coshka ‑ 1)(coshkb ‑ I)(coshkc ‑ 1)

Henc e
cosh2 kR =

‖

出

1‑tanh2kR 1‑1/で

回

Q

where

Q. = 1 ‑cosh2 ka‑cosh2kb‑cosh2 kc+2coshkacoshkbcoshkc,

Q2 ‑ 3‑2coshka‑2coshkb‑2coshkc‑cosh2ka‑cosh2kb‑cosh2 kc
+ 2coshkacoshkb + 2coshkbcoshkc + 2coshkccoshka.

(3.4)
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Tb (3.4) we apply the cosine fbmula of hyperbolic mgonometry As a result, We can see
Ql ≡ Ql and Q2 ≡ Q2 Therefore, since Ql is always positive, the proof can be completed.

Next we study a probability density〟a, b, u). Since H2 has the Riemannian metric

ds2 ‑dr2+#dO2 ･

where (〟 0) denotes polar coordinates, its infinitesimal area element is given by

些d,dO.
k

Therefore, uslng Lemma 1 in the preceding section and Lemma 2, we obtain the followlng
lemma.

Lemma 3. Atanypoint(a,b, 71lforwhich Q2 > 0,

f(a･b･γ)‑三･誓誓exp(一嶋‑I)) ･
where I denotes the nomalizing constant and LL=27IPyk2 as in the previous section･ EIsewhene

fro, b, u) is identically zel10.

From Lemma 3 follows the next Lemma 4, which is concemed with a probability den‑

sityf(71). To state it, we define

I(A) =

).I k(zJ) exp(‑p(7= ‑ I)) dz

(3.5)

and

k(i,A)= k,(i,A)+k.(I,A)+k3(i,A) ,

(3.6)

w here

k.(i,a) ‑

Z

(2‑I)2

‑72(8‑8Z+Z2)
(3.7)

2(I‑Z)

(.‑ 'l‑'')(.‑ (i+‑^')
k2(Z,A)ニー

3

8(1 ‑〜)ラ

32‑48Z+4(3+272)Z2 ‑4(‑2+372)Z3 ‑3(I‑^2)Z4
(3.8)

(上空)3(1一望)3
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k.(I,A) =

(3.9)

Lemma 4.

f(r) ‑+･J(cosy) ･
Pmo鱒ByLemma3 wehave

f(γ) ‑ ÷{(a,tIQ2,.,誓･#･exp(‑u(a‑ I))da db ･

Her. we change vahabl.S (a,b) to (") by I ‑ tanh生and y ‑ tanh竺
2

2

Note that, since
1+購2

2購

coshka ‑一･Sin‑百･coshkb =喜sinhkbニー
l‑購

2y

1‑y2'

the expression Jす/Jすreduces to

sinγ
1‑購2 ‑y2 +2秒,COSY‑COS2γ

Consequently we have

i(r) ‑ +･j(cosy) ･
w here

i(A)‑ I I
((母):I‑72‑y2

eXp

4 xdx

4ydy

+2珂2,0) (1‑X2)2 (1‑y2)2

正二豆

‑177･ ･3･10･

Jl‑X2‑y2+2hy‑ガ

By an.the. Change.f variabl.S (") to (u,V) by X ≡ (u ‑ V)/JZ andy ≡ (u + V)/へ厄in

(3.10), I can be rewhtten as
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南
∫

∫
a
̲

8(u2 ‑ V2)dudv

り

田圃

i(A) ≡
u

り

申‑ +(守)212
u2

I+7

(3.ll)

V2

1‑A

In (3.ll) we change variables again from (u,V) to (Z, e by
u ‑五千万JZcose,V ‑ JT二万JEsinO.
As a result we have

j(隼).lk〜(zJ)exp(‑p(7圭一1))dz ･
where

A +cos20

i(zJ) ‑ 8zJi豆!.eo

dO

(.‑Z(1+kcos20)証+cos20)212 ㌔.12,
and

0 <00 ‑ arctan

Now, by change of vahable as t=tan 0, we have

k‑(zJ) ‑ 8zJH(. ‑ A) I.a

(a2 ‑t2)(I+t2)dt
((1+t2)2 ‑2b(a2 +t2)(1+t2)+b2(a2 ‑t2)2〉2

where

1+A
a=

百･ andb‑吐4
2

Since the integrand in the last integral is a rational nnction of t, we can evaluate it in pnn‑
ciple･ However this task is̀So cumbersome that we have canied out it with the aid of com‑
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puter algebra. As a result it tums out that k (i,A) coincides with k(i,A). Therefore I(A) = I (A),
and the proof is completed.

Next we will evaluate the nomalizing constant I.

Lemma 5.
k4･I=12乃

Proof. Using Lemma 4 we have

k4･,‑陣osγ)dγ‑帥)請
王,蓄財)exp(‑p(7圭一1)) dz
‑ ).Iexp(‑〟(フ圭一1)) dzt. k(Z･み)諾

Thus we will nrst evaluate

握み)諾･
With the aid of computer algebra, we can evaluate without di績culity:

(3,13)

tlkl(Z･み)諾‑ o
and

陣･ん)喜一

4花(8‑7Z)
3

(3.14)

(4‑3Z)2(I‑Z)ラ

On theother hand, in order to evaluate an integral corresponding to k2(i,A), We introduce a
function h(A) by

諾‑h(‑) ･
where

G(A) = arccos

1‑i(1‑72)
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Funhemore we denote by H(仙a phmitive血nction h(刃.

Then panial integration leads to

埴み)諾‑tlh(m･G(砂

‑ lH(A) G(A)lJ.+,(A) G,(A) a, I
Weseethat
目星鞠

照りー

話方

細りー

Z

l

阻囲哩

(

G'(A) = ‑

(3.15)

and

8

tI(A) =

I

Z(1‑Z)i(2‑Z(I‑A))2
2(‑2

+

3Z)

Z(1‑Z)÷(2‑Z(1+A))2
,

2(‑2

+

3Z)

(3.16)

i

Z(1‑Z)2(2‑Z(1‑A)) Z(I‑Z)2(2‑Z(I+A))
From (3.16) it follows that

刀(4‑Z)

[H(A) G(研1 ‑

5

(1‑Z)ち

On the other hand, using (3.15) and (3.16), we can show

8n(8‑8Z+Z2)

+.H(A) G,(A) dh ‑ ‑

3

(4‑3Z)2(1‑Z)ち

Consequently we get

nz(16‑122‑Z2)

∫,k2(Z･み)諾‑

5

(4‑3Z)2(I‑Z)ち

Adding up(3.13), (3,14), and (3.17), we obtain

3花

帥)諾一高･
Therefore k4･, ‑ I.1%･exp(‑p(吉‑1))dz

ニー雷(2X.X2)er'dJ

‑̀･1萄+吉)･

(3,17)
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Thus the proof is completed.
Combining Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we obtain the fbllowlng theorem.

Theorem 3.
I(cos γ)

i(γ) ≡

12乃(1+〟)

me mnction J is denned by (3.5) in a fbm of integral. Tb our regret, this integral seems
to be intractable in tens of elementary functions. However we can glVe an explicit expres‑
sion for the expectation E(74.

Theorem 4.

E(γ)‑号･古
Pmor UsingTheorem3 wehave

E(γ) ‑描(γ)dγ

12n(1 + FL)

):exp(‑p(圭一1)) dzLk(‑ccosA諾･

Thus we will nrst evaluate

∫,k(Z･仙cosA諾･
With the aid of computer algebra, we can evaluate wimout di餓clity:

(3.18)

tlk.(zJ) ‑ccosA諾‑ o
and

2n2Z(8‑ 7Z)

+.k3(zJ) ‑ccosA諾‑

3

(4‑3Z)2(1 ‑Z)ち

(3.19)
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0n the other hand,

I̲1.k2(zJ) ‑み諾‑ I̲llh(碑) ‑ccoshdh

‑ I̲llh(A)(G(A)T1‑i) (‑ccos,‑:+:)dh
‑ I̲),h(A)(G(冗) (‑ccosh‑2) d九

･iI̲I.h(" (G(小:) a,‑iI̲I.h(" (‑ccos7‑i) dA
〟

( 2 )2tlh(砂･
Now we observe that the nnction h is an odd mnction of A. and, on the other hand, the

function (G(A). :) (TCCOS, ‑ :) is an even mnction. Consequently
tl紳) ‑ccosA諾
〟

2

+.h(" (G(,),:) a,‑it.h(" (ar‑os,‑:) dk

〟
2

∫,h(A) G(A) dk一計.h(A) ‑ccos,dh ･

mus

+. k2 (Z卑rccos A諾
‑封.k2(Z･み)諾‑it.h(,) ‑ccoshdh ･

(3.20)

Here we can evaluate again With the help of computer

a(4‑i ‑4JT=)

+. h(A)

arccosh dk =

5

(3.21)

(1‑Z)ち

Accordingly, substituting (3. 17) and (3.21) into (3.20), we get

4n2(8‑8Z+Z2). 2n2

+.k2(Z･隼cosA諾‑

(3.22)

(4‑3Z)2(I‑Z); '(1‑2)2
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Then, adding up (3.18), (3.19), and (3.22), we obtain

rlk(zJhccos弓霊‑ 2n2庄一吉) ･
Therefore

E(γ) ‑

醒

一言) ･ exp(‑u(吉‑ 1)) dz

(I‑Z)2

4n2x e Fa dx

Thus we have00mpleted the proof･

At nrst sight Theorem 4 above and Theorem 1 in the preceding section are equlValent,
that is, deduced from each other. Heuristically we may expect E(V) ･ E(71) = 27t. However I can
not prove this simple relation before we have computed both E(V) and E(71) individually.

From meorem 4 and the Gauss‑Bonnet fbmula immediately follows the fbllowlng CO卜

ollary

Corollary I. The expectation of sum ofthnee angles ofa Delaunay triangle is equal to
nFL

a

･ And the expectation ofarlea Ofa Delaunay triangle is equal to

1 +p

∫"''u ''.ー"L'CL'u''U''UJ "'C" UJ " uC̀uu''り̀''u'.5°…均uu'.U k2 + 27IP
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